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Comments and Suggestions on draft Act for setting up of “Higher 

Education Commission of India by repealing UGC Act” 

 
The following points in the draft Act need clarification and may kindly be 

looked into: 

 

1. Representations of underprivileged sections of the society and minorities 

in the decision making bodies of the proposed Commission should be 

ensured. 

 

2. The bill is not clear about the principles and procedures of academic 

auditing. 

 

3. The proposed bill shows a tendency for privatisation of higher Education 

and appears detrimental for the safeguard/growth of public funded higher 

education institutions. 

 

4. There seems to be a centralising tendency in the bill, which may be 

detrimental for democratic functioning of the institutions of higher 

education and may erode element of autonomy in higher education. 

 

5. The bill does not clearly state, how the interests of SCs, STs, OBCs, 

minorities of the society are proposed to be safeguarded. 

 

In order to ensure the above at the stage of subordinate legislature, following 

points may be taken into account: 

 

1. Heterogeneity and plurality are the hallmark of India and is instrumental 

in generation of new ideas and economic development. It becomes 

paramount that subordinate legislation process looks into and ensures that 

it is preserved by making suitable provisions for decentralisation of 

powers. 

 

2. In order to safeguard the constitutional rights and welfare of SC, ST, 

Regional Linguistic, religious minorities and other deprived sections of 
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the society. Their representation at the stage of subordinate legislation 

may be ensured. 

 

3. In view of the role played by public funded institutions and their 

contribution in the field of higher education, the process of subordinate 

legislation may include provisions for retention/strengthening /expansion 

of public funded higher education system and for discouraging blatant 

privatisation of Higher Education. 

 

4. Autonomy for public institutions being the essence of democratic culture, 

the process of subordinate legislation may include steps for 

preserving/strengthening the autonomy of institutions of higher education 

and these institutions should properly be represented in proposed 

commission. 

 

5. As per the proposed draft, grant is to be linked with the performance, a 

fool proof criteria needs to be evolved for assessing the performance of 

an institution of higher education, and the process of subordinate 

legislation may include clear cut guidelines for the implementation of 

above noted criteria. It may also be noted that considering the prevalent 

heterogeneity of the higher education system (which needs to be 

preserved), different sets of criteria and guidelines for implementation 

need to be evolved through a rigorous process.  

 

 

 

 


